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1. BASE COLORS: AMIG2023/2024 One Shot Primer Grey/Black / AMIG0119 Cold Gray / AMIG0103 Medium Blue / AMIG0049 Red
2. CHIPPING / HIGHLIGHTS: AMIG044 Chipping / AMIG0231 RLM 65 Hellblau
3. WEATHERING: AMIG1009 Starship Wash / AMIG1007 US Modern Vehicles Wash / AMIG3500 Oilbrushers Black / AMIG3513 Starship Filth 
     AMIG3512 Oilbrushers Dark Brown / AMIG3514 Oilbrushers Earth / AMIG3523 Oilbrushers Dust





WHY THE ASTAROTH?
That Power Sleeve! Just love the asymmetry of the Astaroth and how different it is to 

many Gundam designs but still with that Iconic Red, White and Blue.

PURPOSE AND GOAL
The AMMO Team asked me if I could do a very simple video on Airbrushing their Acrylic 

Paints on Gunpla. They left the creative choices to me and I thought it was a wonderful 

opportunity to use their Mecha Colors Pack.

The Goal for this Astaroth Project was to show how to use the One Shot Primers and 

Acrylics Paints via Airbrush on to a simple, HG Gunpla model and then add some basic 

weathering steps to bring it to life.

BASE PAINTS
This was fun! These AMMO One Shot Primers are amazing! I realise they have been on 

the market for some time and I’m a little late to the party but wow, they really are good. 

Straight from the bottle and blasted through the airbrush, they were very easy and 

straight forward to use. 

Next the Acrylic Colors need a little more finesse. I was much too heavy handed and 

impatient to start with and learned that I need to take just a little more time and care but 

overall these paints impressed me quite a bit. I had tried airbrushing pure, water based 

acrylics with mixed results before but will definitely be working with these more and 

more. The lack of fumes really is wonderful along with easy clean up.
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WEATHERING STEPS AND PRODUCTS 
A very simple weathering process for the Astaroth to accentuate the shape and add visual detail. All White, Blue and even the 

Red Armour plates were “chipped” with AMMO by Mig Jimenez 044 “Chipping” Acrylic Paint via flat brush, sponge and pointed 

brush as can be seen in the video tutorial. Next the Blue was highlighted with AMMO by Mig Jimenez RLM 65 “Hellblau” Acrylic 

Paint. “Starship Wash” and “US Modern Vehicle Wash” were applied to the recessed details and cleaned with Enamel Odourless 

Thinners. Lastly a very limited amount of Oilbrushers were applied and thinned with Enamel Odourless Thinners. I finished this 

model in just under 3 days including photography and video shooting.

LINC’S THOUGHTS ON THE PROJECT
HG Gunpla are fun but it was tough to go back down to the small scale after the freedom of 1/100. The kits are quite fragile and 

“wobbly” too and photography is character building, in trying to get the model to keep it’s pose! What I have in mind for the next HG 

I do is to try glueing the suit up and making it a fixed pose model and see if that helps. Really enjoyed the Astaroth and would like 

to do another version if the chance comes up!
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